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# Marquette University Law Library
## Acquisitions List
### February 2012

### Alternative Dispute Resolution

1. **Avruch, Kevin**  
   *Context and pretext in conflict resolution: culture, identity, power, and practice.*  
   **HM1121.A88 2012**

2. **Brazil, Wayne D**  
   *Early neutral evaluation.*  
   **KF9084.B718 2012**

### Antitrust and Trade Regulation

3. **Nazzini, Renato**  
   *The foundations of European Union competition law: the objective and principles of Article 102.*  
   **KJE6456.N39 2011**

### Business Associations Law

4. **United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs**  
   *Legislative calendar.*  
   **KF21.B35 L43**

5. **Tarun, Robert W., 1949-**  
   *The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act handbook: a practical guide for multinational general counsel, transactional lawyers and white collar criminal practitioners.*  
   Chicago, IL: American Bar Association, c2012. 2nd ed. xxviii, 770 p.: ill. 26 cm.  
   **KF9351.T37 2012**

### Civil Procedure

6. **Dorsaneo, William V**  
   *Questions & answers; multiple-choice and short-answer questions and answers.*  
   New Providence, NJ: LexisNexis, c2012. 3rd ed. x, 344 p. 28 cm.  
   **RES KF8841.D65 2012**

### Commercial Law

7. **Yıldırım, Ahmet Cemil, 1979-**  
   *Equilibrium in international commercial contracts: with particular regard to gross disparity and hardship provisions of the UNIDROIT principles of international commercial contracts.*  
   **K7350.Y55 2011**
8 Rogers, James Steven, 1951-
*The end of negotiable instruments: bringing payment systems law out of the past.*
KF957 .R63 2012

**Congressional Documents**

9 United States. Congress. Senate. Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs
*Legislative calendar.*
KF21.B35 L43

**Constitutional Law**

10 Benedict, Michael Les
Boston, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin, c2006. 2nd ed. xvi, 483 p. : ill. 24 cm.
KF4541 .B4487 2006

**Contracts**

11 Yıldırım, Ahmet Cemil, 1979-
*Equilibrium in international commercial contracts: with particular regard to gross disparity and hardship provisions of the UNIDROIT principles of international commercial contracts.*
K7350 .Y55 2011

**Criminal Law**

12 The crime conundrum: essays on criminal justice.
HV9950 .F75 1997

13 Diamond, Paul S
*Federal grand jury practice and procedure.*
Huntington, N.Y.: Juris Pub., c2012. 5th ed. 1 v. (various pagings) 24 cm.
KF9642 .D53 2012

14 Herman, G. Nicholas
*Plea bargaining.*
KF9654 .H38 2012
CYBERLAW

15 Cohen, Julie E
   *Configuring the networked self: law, code, and the play of everyday practice.*
   K564.C6 C635 2012

DOMESTIC RELATIONS

16 *National evaluation of Safe Start Promising Approaches: assessing program outcomes.*
   Santa Monica, Calif. : Rand, 2011. xviii, 63 p. : ill. 28 cm.
   HQ784.V55 N35 2011

17 Greenberg, Julie A
   *Intersexuality and the law: why sex matters.*
   KF478.5.G74 2012

18 Weber, Mark C., 1953-
   *Understanding disability law.*
   RES KF480.W433 2012

19 Wadlington, Walter, 1931-
   *Family law in perspective.*
   KF505.W32 2012

EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR LAW

20 *Labor law sourcebook: a compendium of labor-related laws and policy documents.*
   KF3356.L23 2012

ENVIRONMENT AND HEALTH

21 Wolf, Michael Allan
   *The Supreme Court and the environment: the reluctant protector.*
   KF3775.W578 2012

22 *Law of water rights and resources.*
   [Eagan, Minn.] : West, c2011-. v. 28 cm; Annual; 2011 ed.-.
   KF5569.T373

EUROPEAN UNION – SEE – INTERNATIONAL LAW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Publication Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|26 | Reports of cases decided in the House of Lords, upon appeal from Scotland, from 1707-1839 | Great Britain. Parliament. House of Lords | T & T Clark, 1807-1840         | Edinburgh                          | KDC110 .C27 | :
|27 | Private legislation (Scotland) reports                               | Edinburgh       | William Green, 1901-1918    | 12 v. in 4. 26 cm;v. 1-12         | KDC768.A38 P96 | 1901-1918. |
|28 | Reports of cases argued and determined in the High Court of Chancery, in Ireland : during the time of Lord Chancellor Manners. | Ireland. High Court of Chancery | Richard Milliken             | Dublin                             | KDK66 .R47 | Charles Reader and Richard Stevens, 1821-1824. 2 v. 24 cm. |
Law of intellectual property of Singapore.
KPP112 .N415 2009

HUMAN RIGHTS

32 Diller, Janelle M
Securing dignity and freedom through human rights : Article 22 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.  
K3240 .D55 2012

33 Accounting for hunger : the right to food in the era of globalisation.  
K3260 .A236 2011

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

34 Patry, William F
How to fix copyright.  
K1420.5 .P377 2011

35 Bohannan, Christina
Creation without restraint : promoting liberty and rivalry in innovation.  
KF2979 .B63 2012

36 McJohn, Stephen M., 1959-
Copyright : examples & explanations.  
RES KF2995 .M35 2012

37 Ng-Loy, Wee Loon
Law of intellectual property of Singapore.  
KPP112 .N415 2009

INTERNATIONAL LAW

38 Nazzini, Renato
The foundations of European Union competition law : the objective and principles of Article 102.  
KJE6456 .N39 2011
LAW AND ECONOMICS

39  *Alternative investment funds.*
xxxii, 641 p. : ill. 25 cm.
HG4530 .A48 2012

LAW RELATED MATERIAL

40  Reeves, Arin N
*The next IQ : the next level of intelligence for 21st century leaders.*
HD57.7 .R437 2012

41  White, Richard, 1947-
*Railroaded: the transcontinentals and the making of modern America.*
HE2751 .W55 2011

42  Walking tall: [DVD videorecording].
Widescreen ed. 1 videodisc (124 min.) : sd., col. 4 3/4 in.
RES KF9375 .W35 2007

43  Side effects: [DVD videorecording].
videodisc (90 min.) : sd., col. 4 3/4 in.
RES PN1997.2 .S53 2009

LEGAL PROFESSION, HISTORY, ETHICS AND EDUCATION

44  Payne, Mary Libby
*A goodly heritage : a memoir of Mississippi College School of Law.*
KF292.M5784 P39 2011

45  Anders, Kelly
*Advocacy to zeallessness : learning lawyering skills from classic films.*
KF300 .A53 2012

46  Garwin, Arthur, 1949-
*The paralegal's guide to professional responsibility.*
Chicago : American Bar Association, c2012. 3rd ed. xii, 221 p. 23 cm.
47  Stevens, John Paul, 1920-
Five chiefs : a Supreme Court memoir.
KF8745.S73 A3 2011

48  Barnhart, Bill, 1946-
John Paul Stevens : an independent life.
KF8745.S73 B37 2010

MARITIME LAW – SEE – OTHER AREAS OF LAW

OTHER AREAS OF LAW

49  Sharma, Arvind
Problematizing religious freedom.
K3258 .S53 2011

50  Kadri, Sadakat
Heaven on earth : a journey through sharia law.
KBP440.32 .K33 2011

51  Schoenbaum, Thomas J
Admiralty and maritime law.
St. Paul, Minn. : West, c2012. 5th ed. xvi, 1110 p. : forms 27 cm.
KF1104 .S36 2012

52  Jacobs, Milton C., 1901-
Sidewalk accidents: [microfiche]: New York.
[S.l. : s.n.], c1948. xiv, 246 p. 24 cm.
LAW WIS 1st FLKFN5320.S5 J23 1948

53  Kramer, Charles, 1915-
The rules of evidence in negligence cases: [microfiche].
LAW WIS 1st FLKFN6035 .K73 1960

PERIODICALS AND LAW REVIEWS

54  Boston College journal of law & social justice.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. : Trustees of Boston College, 2012-. v. 28 cm;Semiannual;Vol. 32, no. 1 (winter 2012)-.
PER
PRACTICE AIDS

55  Gibson, K. William, 1949-
    *How to build and manage a personal injury practice.*
    Chicago, Ill. : ABA, Law Practice Management Section, c2012.
    KF1257 .G53 2012

PROPERTY (PUBLIC AND PRIVATE)

56  Sprankling, John G., 1950-
    *Understanding property law.*
    RES KF561 .S67 2012

REGULATED INDUSTRIES

57  *The handbook on additional insureds.*
    Chicago : Tort Trial and Insurance Practice Section, American Bar Association, c2012.
    xxxii, 394 p.  26 cm.
    K1241 .H365 2012

RELIGIOUS LAW – SEE – OTHER AREAS OF LAW

SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

58  *Sports law.*
    KD3525 .S66 2012

59  Porto, Brian L
    *The Supreme Court and the NCAA : the case for less commercialism and more due process in college sports.*
    KF3989 .P67 2012

STATES LAW-NOT WISCONSIN – SEE – OTHER AREAS OF LAW

TORTS

60  *Hot coffee: [DVD videorecording].*
    RES KF1250 .H68 2011